
201309672 
Richard Thomas 

This case involves a well-publicized incident in which two officers detained a man in an elevator and 
used what the CCRB (and an NYPD Administrative Law Judge) deemed to be a chokehold. The 
incident was captured on video. The NYPD Commissioner, James O’Neill, overturned the 
Administrative Law Judge and ruled that Detective Thomas’s actions were proper. The NYPD then 
released the video. Multiple news outlets covered the incident and ran the video, which is publicly 
available below: 

https://www.nydailynews.com/new-york/nypd-releases-video-proof-didn-chokehold-suspect-
article-1.3455721

https://abc7ny.com/chokehold-illegal-surveillance-video-nypd/2360162/

What was not reported by the NYPD at the time was the fact that in his initial interview, Detective 
Thomas testified to the CCRB that he had not placed an article of clothing on the man’s face, but 
merely held up an article of clothing to keep the man from spitting. 

Upon review of the video, which shows Detective Thomas behind the man, reaching around him to 
hold the piece of clothing over the man’s face, the CCRB found that the statement he had not 
placed the clothing directly on the man’s face to be a false official statement. 

Commissioner O’Neill did not address the false statement allegation in his decision. 



Complainant/Victim Type Home Address

Witness(es) Home Address

Subject Officer(s) Shield TaxID Command

1. DT3 Walter Mikowski 05848 103 DET

2. DT3 Richard Thomas 01954 103 DET

3.   Officers

4.   An officer

Witness Officer(s) Shield No Tax No Cmd Name

1. DTS David Halinski 06837 ESS 08

2. DTS Scott Wells 05042 ESS 08

Officer(s) Allegation Investigator Recommendation

A .  DT3 Walter Mikowski Off. Language: Det. Walter Mikowski made remarks to 
 based upon his perceived sexual orientation 

inside  in Brooklyn.

A .  

B .  DT3 Richard Thomas Off. Language: Det. Richard Thomas made remarks to 
 based upon his perceived sexual orientation 

inside  in Brooklyn.

B .  

C .  DT3 Walter Mikowski Discourtesy: Det. Walter Mikowski spoke discourteously to 
 inside  in Brooklyn.

C .  

D .  An officer Force: An officer used a chokehold against  
inside  in Brooklyn.

D .  

E .  DT3 Richard Thomas Force: Det. Richard Thomas restricted  
breathing inside  in Brooklyn.

E .  

F .  DT3 Richard Thomas Force: Det. Richard Thomas used a chokehold against 
 inside  in Brooklyn.

F .  

G .  Officers Force: Officers used physical force against  
inside  in Brooklyn.

G .  

H .  DT3 Richard Thomas Force: Det. Richard Thomas used physical force against 
 outside  in Brooklyn.

H .  

I .  DT3 Walter Mikowski Force: Det. Walter Mikowski used a chokehold against 
 outside  in Brooklyn.

I .  

Investigator: Team: CCRB Case #:  Force  Discourt. ¨ U.S.

Kevin O'Connor (Int)     APU                             
        

201309672 ¨ Abuse  O.L.  Injury

Incident Date(s) Location of Incident: Precinct: 18 Mo. SOL EO SOL

Wed, 10/09/2013   8:15 PM 88 04/09/2015 4/9/2015

Date/Time CV Reported CV Reported At: How CV Reported: Date/Time Received at CCRB

Wed, 10/09/2013  11:25 PM IAB Phone Tue, 10/15/2013   4:06 PM

CCRB INVESTIGATIVE RECOMMENDATION
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Officer(s) Allegation Investigator Recommendation

J .  DT3 Walter Mikowski Force: Det. Walter Mikowski used physical force against 
 outside  in Brooklyn.

J .  

K .  Officers Force: Officers used physical force against  
outside  
in Brooklyn.

K .  

L .  DT3 Richard Thomas Other: Det. Richard Thomas intentionally provided a false 
official statement to the CCRB when he stated that he did 
not cover  face with an article of clothing.

L .  
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Det. Thomas opened the rear driver’s side door and pulled  out from the 

vehicle and punched him once in the left eye with a closed fist.  began to bleed from 

under his left eye and started to scream. Det. Mikowski choked  by placing both of his 

hands around s neck and kneed  several times in his left side. After 

screaming for approximately one minute,  lost consciousness and blacked out for 

approximately five to ten minutes.  

When  regained consciousness, he was being pulled out of the vehicle outside 

 by his foot and also by his neck.  was thrown on the ground 

and was surrounded by several uniformed officers.  could not describe these officers 

but recalled that they had been wearing blue uniforms. Officers proceeded to stomp on  

s left arm several times. As  had been hit in the left eye, he had trouble seeing 

and did not recall which officers stomped on him.  

 was then strapped into a restraining blanket and was transported to  

.  

Attempts to Contact Civilians 

 

Between October 30, 2013 and April 23, 2014, five calls were placed to  and 

voice messages requesting a call back were left on each occasion. A please call letter mailed to 

 on November 12, 2013 was returned to the CCRB under, “insufficient address, 

unable to forward.” A NYC Department of Correction search conducted on September 27, 2014, 

confirmed that  is not currently incarcerated. To date,  has not made any 

attempt to contact the CCRB to provide a statement.  

 

A Lexis Nexis search for  yielded negative results. A NYC Department of 

Correction search conducted on September 27, 2014, confirmed that  is not currently 

incarcerated. To date,  has not made any attempt to contact the CCRB to provide a 

statement.  

NYPD Statements:  

Subject Officer: DETECTIVE RICHARD THOMAS 

• -old white man, 5’7” tall, 185 pounds, with blond hair and blue eyes.

• Det. Thomas worked from 12:15 p.m. on October 9, 2013 until 3 a.m. the following day. He

was assigned as an investigator and worked with Det. Walter Mikowski. They were assigned

to unmarked patrol vehicle number  and were in plainclothes.

Memo Book (Encl. 17A-C) 

At 7:20 p.m., Det. Thomas was at  At 9 p.m., Det. Thomas was at 

.  

CCRB Testimony (Encl. 18A-D) 

Det. Thomas was interviewed at the CCRB on September 23, 2014. The video footage 

was presented to Det. Thomas at the conclusion of the interview. Det. Thomas had not seen the 

footage prior to his CCRB interview.  

On October 9, 2013, at approximately 7:20 p.m., Det. Thomas and Det. Mikowski went 

to  in Brooklyn to arrest  was brought 

downstairs in a tank top and boxer shorts with his caseworkers so they agreed to have him change 

his clothes prior to going to the 103rd Precinct Stationhouse.  
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They went upstairs to his residence with the caseworkers and  requested to 

change in the bathroom. Det. Thomas told  that he could not for safety reasons and 

 became irate. Det. Thomas could not recall specific statements made. Det. Mikowski 

did not tell  “If you don’t get your fucking clothes on, we’re gonna drag you out the 

same fucking way you are.” Det. Thomas nor Det. Mikowski called  a “faggot” nor 

was there any discussion about s sexual orientation at any point during the incident.    

After  refused to put his pants on, Det. Thomas attempted to place him in 

handcuffs.  resisted slightly but was soon placed in handcuffs without incident. Det. 

Thomas did not recall if Det. Mikowski assisted. Det. Thomas nor Det. Mikowski pushed  

 against the wall or onto the floor.  

As  was being walked out of the room in handcuffs, he hurled himself onto 

the floor of the hallway. Det. Thomas became off-balanced, but did not fall on top of  

Det. Thomas did not choke  and did not make contact with his neck at any point 

during the incident. At some point,  threatened to spit at Det. Thomas and Det. 

Mikowski.  eventually did spit at them, but Det. Thomas did not recall at which point 

this occurred. Det. Thomas did not recall what he did in response to s spitting.  

Det. Thomas attempted to help  up, but  had a slick substance on 

his body which made it difficult for Det. Thomas to get a good grasp on him. Det. Thomas lifted 

 up by his handcuffs as that was the only means to help him up. Det. Thomas and Det. 

Mikowski then gathered some articles of clothing for  and walked to the elevator. Det. 

Thomas, Det. Mikowski,  and one or two caseworkers took the elevator downstairs to 

the lobby.  

 was irate inside the elevator, but Det. Thomas did not recall any statements 

that he made. Det. Thomas did not choke  inside the elevator and did not cover  

s mouth or nose, nor did he observe Det. Mikowski do so. Det. Thomas did not recall if 

he used an object to cover s mouth. s breathing was never restricted or 

affected and he had no trouble breathing.  was held against the wall of the elevator 

because the slick substance on his body made him hard to control.  

However, upon viewing video footage of the incident, at 20:26:50, Det. Thomas 

identified himself as the officer holding onto  in the hallway. Det. Thomas stated that 

 voluntarily threw himself on the floor and that neither he nor  tripped on 

the rug outside s door. At 20:11:04,  was talking to his supervisor and 

then to Det. Mikowski inside the elevator, but Det. Thomas could not recall what the subjects of 

the conversations were.  

At 20:11:30, Det. Thomas identified the object in his hand as either s pants 

or his shirt. Det. Thomas stated that he was holding the article of clothing in front of  

s face because  was spitting in his direction. Det. Thomas was telling him to 

calm down and when  jerks his elbow backwards, he attempts to spit at Det. Thomas 

again. Det. Thomas placed the article of clothing in front of s face to prevent him 

from spitting and was not trying to restrict his breathing. s breathing was not 

restricted as a result of this action, which was successful in stopping the threat of  

spitting.  

Det. Thomas went on to testify that he did not push  onto the floor of the 

lobby once he exited the elevator and did not observe Det. Mikowski do so.  was 

escorted outside by Det. Thomas and was not pushed onto the ground.  was placed in 

the detectives’ patrol vehicle. Det. Thomas did not tell  “When we close the door, 

we’re gonna fuck you up even more because you’re a faggot,” or that he “hates faggots” and did 

not hear Det. Mikowski make this statement.  

 continued to be irate inside the vehicle and prevented the detectives from 

placing the seatbelt on him by moving around.  attempted to headbutt Det. Thomas. 
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 was placed against the wall. Det. Mikowski did not observe Det. Thomas push  

 against the wall.  

As  was being led out of the apartment in handcuffs by Det. Mikowski and 

Det. Thomas,  either slipped, fell or tripped onto the hallway floor. Det. Mikowski did 

not choke  as he was on the floor of the hallway and did not observe Det. Thomas do 

so.  threatened to spit at the officers a numerous times.  

 would not stand still inside the elevator and threatened to spit at and headbutt 

the detectives.  Det. Mikowski did not observe Det. Thomas cover s mouth or use an 

article of clothing to cover his mouth. s breathing was never affected.  

Det. Mikowski did not push  onto the floor of the lobby on the way out of the 

building. Det. Mikowski did not push  onto the ground outside and did not observe 

Det. Thomas do so.  was then placed in the detectives’ vehicle. 

 was uncooperative inside the vehicle. Det. Mikowski attempted to pass a 

seatbelt to Det. Thomas from the rear passenger side of the vehicle to the rear driver’s side, but 

 prevented them from putting his seatbelt on by moving to the other side of the 

vehicle.  spit at the detectives while inside the car. Det. Mikowski did not observe 

Det. Thomas punch  in the face. Det. Mikowski did not choke or knee  

inside the patrol vehicle.  did not lose consciousness inside the vehicle.  

 Lt. Joseph Davids responded to a call for assistance and attempted to calm  

down from outside the vehicle as well as s caseworkers, but to no avail. Lt. Davids 

called for ESU. Det. Thomas told Det. Mikowski that he did not feel well and suddenly passed 

out onto the ground. Det. Mikowski believed that Det. Thomas passed out as a result of the 

struggle to place  in his seatbelt. ESU arrived several minutes later and Det. 

Mikowski left the scene to escort Det. Thomas to the hospital.  

Det. Mikowski did not observe any injuries on  and  did not 

complain of any. When shown s arrest photo, which appears to show a black eye to 

s left eye, Det. Mikowski stated that he did not observe that injury on  at 

any point.  

Det. Mikowski had not seen video footage of this incident. After viewing the section of 

the footage outside s apartment, Det. Mikowski identified himself and Det. Thomas. 

Det. Mikowski stated that as s caseworkers are leaning inside the apartment, that is 

when  asked to use the bathroom and subsequently became agitated. At 20:26:50, Det. 

Mikowski stated that  was trying to pull away and that an oily substance was covering 

his body, making him very slippery to handle.  

At 20:11:30, Det. Mikowski recalled that  attempted to headbutt him inside 

the elevator. Det. Mikowski could not recall what Det. Thomas had in his hand and believed that 

it may have been s pants or shirt. Det. Mikowski also recalled that one of the 

caseworkers was attempting to calm  down inside the elevator. Det. Mikowski did not 

recall if  attempted to spit at Det. Thomas. Det. Mikowski stated that he and Det. 

Thomas were attempting to control  and could not recall in response to what action 

Det. Thomas covered s face with the possible article of clothing.  

 
Witness Officers: DETECTIVE DAVID HALINSKI AND DETECTIVE SCOTT WELLS 

• Det. Halinski is a -old white man, 5’4” tall, 18 pounds, with brown hair and blue 

eyes.  

• Det. Wells is a -old white man, 5’7” tall, 180 pounds, with blond hair and blue eyes.  

• Det. Halinski and Det. Wells worked from 3:15 p.m. until 11:50 p.m. on October 9, 2013. 

They were assigned to Sector A8. They were assigned to a marked patrol vehicle and were in 

uniform.  
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Memo Book (Encl. 19A-B and 21A-B) 

At 8:19 p.m., there was an EDP at   

 

CCRB Testimony (Encl. 20 A-C and 22A-C) 

 Det. Halinski and Det. Wells were interviewed at the CCRB on September 10, 2014.  

Det. Halinski and Det. Wells responded to a call regarding an EDP at 

 in Brooklyn. An officer informed them that  was off his 

medication and had fought violently with officers and that an officer was en route to the hospital. 

Det. Halinski and Det. Wells went to the patrol vehicle to establish a dialogue with  

but it was ineffective.  had a small amount of blood coming from his face, but neither 

officer recalled from where the blood was coming from.  

  was physically removed from the vehicle, placed on the ground and placed 

into a restraining device. Neither Det. Halinski nor Det. Wells stomped on  and did 

not observe any other officer do so.  

 

Medical Records  

 was treated in the emergency room at  on . He 

was diagnosed with an abrasion to an unspecified site on his body and was not prescribed 

medication.  

 

NYPD Documents 

 

Event Report (Encl. 25A-B) 

At 8:15 p.m., the 103rd Precinct Detective Squad requested EMS personnel to respond to the 

scene for an EDP prisoner. One member of the service fainted at the location and was being taken 

to .  

 

ESU Report (Encl. 27A-C) 

A request for ESU was made in regard to an EDP prisoner. ESU was advised by a lieutenant on 

scene that the prisoner was spitting at officers. A small amount of blood was observed on the 

prisoner’s face. The prisoner was removed from the rear of the vehicle without incident.  

 

103rd Precinct Command Log Entry (Encl. 28) 

s arrest on October 9, 2013 was entered into the command log at 6 a.m. on October 

10, 2013. Det. Mikowski was assigned the arrest. s physical condition is listed as 

good.   

 

Arrest for Incident and Disposition 

• An Office of Court Administration records search for s arrest yielded the result, 

“no defendant found on file.”  

 

Status of Civil Proceedings (Encl. 32) 

•  has not filed a Notice of Claim with the City of New York as of March 4, 2014, 

two months after the filing deadline, with regard to the incident. 
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